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AIR IS, LITERALLY, THE BK~ATH OF LIFE. WITHOtrr IT, .NOTHING CAN 
SURVIVE. THE POLLtrriON OF AIR IS NGfl' A N&'/ PHENOMENON, AND UNDOUBTEDU 
ORIGINATED \·lHEN l·!Al\ FIRST LIT A FIRE. IT HAS ~OONIZED AS A PROBLill>f 
DURING THE ROMAN TI}ZS Al\1) BY THE 18TH CENrtJR{ WAS PREVALENr IN M:\ST MAJOR 
CITIES OF EUROPE Al:D NORTH ANERICA. 
AIR POLLUTION IS l\TOR!·!ALLY ASSOCIATED ~·liTH SOI-:E ACTIVITY OF 1'-fAN, 
BUT MAN IS NOT SOLELY RESroNSIBLE. THE HAZE NOiil'JJ.LY SEEN IN THE COUNTRY-
SIDE IS ASSOCIATED iiTTH PLANT LIFE HP.ILE \'.7DiD BORNE DtBTS, SALT SPRAYS AND 
POLLEKS ARE ALSO NATURAL CONTA~NAKTS OF THE ATHOSPHERE. 
PRACTICALLY NO AIR IS ABSOLUTELY PURE, Btrr h'HEN THE CONCU."TRATION 
OF CONI'AHINA.t-.TS INrERFERES vliTH THE h~BEING .OF A PLANT, ·Afn:JJ.AL OR HUIJ.A.N 
LIFE, A POLLUTION PROBLEM MAY ARISE. 
IT WOULD BE NEXT TO DlPOSSI3LE TQ CA'l'A:LCXZUE THE RANGE OF CONT~ 
INANTS RELEASED BY INDUSTRIES IN THE PROVINCE AID THEIR POTENTIAL EFFECTS. 
NCYI' ONLY MUST ONE CCtSIDER THE CONI'A.\!INANI'S ALO.t-."E BUT ALSO THE N»/ CliEMICALS 
WHICH MIGHT BE FORMED AS THE VARlOUS CO~'TAMINAJ.i'TS REACT WITH EACH OTHER IN 
THE ATMlSP~. FOR EXAMPLE, THE SKXJ. PROBLEM THAT IS EXPERIENCED IN 
PRACTICES OF ONLY 20 YEARS A'JO. Dr-! LARGER FARHS IT IS CmM:JN PRACTICE TO APPI.X 
AGRICULTURAL DUST AND SPRAYS BY l-EANS OF AIRCRAFT. IF THE AERSOL IS TOXIC 
A !Ill) DRIFTS A:·;AY BEFORE SEI'TLING OUT ON THE PLANTS, A HAZARD TO HEK, ANIV..ALS, 
AND OTHER CROPS HAY Et(SL'E. FORTUNATELY, DRIFT CAN BE 1'.It'HUZED OR EVEN 
EL!l.fiNATED BY LIHITING APPLICATION TO P:&.'UOJS OF La'l ·.vi!ffi3 OR BY U3E OF 
PARTIClJLATED SPRAYS. 
1tlHILI~ IT IS GENERALLY AGRr..::;;:-) THAT PESTICIDES AR.E NECESSARY, IT MUST 
AlSO BE REALIZED THAT PESTICIDES CAN BE DA}:G:i.iliOUS TO THE EtNIROl1111E.~'T JU:D TO 
HU:V ..AN HEALTH U l,U~SS Tlffi.Y APcE lBED PRC:PEP.LY. 
IN SA.3KATCHE.IA1l, lAST YEAR, OVER 3 11ILLION POU1'DS OF 2-4 D and l·CPA 
WERE tEED. TO TREAT OVER 9 HILLION ACit.."SS. THE USE OF SOCH A- T.R.El£100US 
QUAIITITY OF PF.STICiuES OVER SUCH A LAnGE AREA l•ro3T BE CONBINED ~11TH A 
CONCEPJJ FOR THE ADVE.rlSE EFFECTS THAT THIS CHSHICAL CAN HAVE IF IT IS l~ar 
USED PROPERLY. 
ACCORDING TO A SURVEY CAf""ltiiD OUT BY THE DEPARTHENT OF AGRICULTURE 
DURING THE SUHHER OF 1971 THmE ARE 0/ER 600 FEED LOTS IN THE PROVINCE 
HOUSI!\G 1-DRE THAN 100 ANH!ALS. EACH OF THESE FEJID LOTS AND ~.ANY OF THE 
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CONTAMINAt."TS DISCHARGED ARE NOT DILUTED OR CARRIED AWAY AND START TO BUILD 
UP. FORTUNATELY THESE I.t.'VERSIO:r-5 ARE ONLY OF SHORT DURATION, 12 TO 14 HOURS, 
Blll' THESE ¥.1\Y BE SUFFICIE~:fLY Lm;G TO CAlliE, FOR EXAMPLE, DISCCLORED PAINT 
DUE TO HYDROOEN SULFIDE. THE PROBLEH <F AIR POLLUTION COULD BECOME MORE 
SERIOUS IF THE QUANTITIES OF AIR CONTAMINANTS RELEASED I.r.1'0 THE ATMOSPHERE 
AT SUCH TIME; SHOUlD GREATLY DK;REA.SE. 
ONE OF THE J.OST CO:Ml-DN ~LLUTANTS IS CAF.BON MOOOXIDE. W'rlEN THIS 
POISONOtB GAS El;"l'ERS. THE BLOOD STREAH, IT REPLACES THE OXYGEN t\"EEJED TO 
CARRY ON THE BODY 1S HETABOLISM. AT HIGH CO}:CEl~TRATimS IT CAl\ KILL QUICKLY; 
AND AT L(J.oiER CONCENTRATIOI\S IT CAN SRING ON HEADACHES AND A SLO'IING OF 
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL ACTIVITY. 
ALTHOUGH THE BUENING OF ANY CARBON MATEP..IAL PRODUCES CARBON MON-
OXIDE TO SOl-2 EXTENT, OUR PF.IHARY CONCERN IS THE BURNING OF GASOUNE IN THE 
Atn'OHOBILE, AND THE DISCHARGE Wtl TO THE GROUND OF CAP.BON MJNOXIDE FROM THE 
AurOMOBILE EXHAUST. IlJSIDE AN Atn'Ol.UBILE OPERATIKG IN TP.AFFIC THE CO.l\'CEN-
TRATIONS 01<' CARBON HONOXIDE MAY REACH HIGH El\TQUGH LEVElS TO EFFECT THE 
DRIVER, THEREBY CREATIID A SAFETY HAZAP.l:>. AT APPROXIl.fATELY 100 PARTS OF 
CARBON IDIDXIDE FOR EVERY MILLION PARTS OF AIR 1·:0ST ProPLE EXPERIE~E 
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1 1/2 TOt-S OF POLLUTANTS PER QUARTER S:&;TION OF STUBBLE. IN' MANY AIR P<DLLtrriON 
CONTROL JURISDICTIONS IT IS COMl·!ON PRACTICE TO EXEMPl' AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS 
FROM AIR POIJ.,trriON CONTROL R.E'nULATIONS. IN FACT, OUR CJ.fN PROVIN:IAL REJULATIONS 
HAVE A CLAUSE WHICH AlJ.,O.i FOR THE BUPJiiNG OF STUBBLE FIELDS. HOlEVER, THE 
SEPARATION OF AGRICULTURAL FROM INDU3TRIAL OPERATIOlS IS B:Et::O}IT:t.."G HORE 
OBSCURE EVERY YEAR. AGRIC ULTUEAL PRACTICE3 THAT CONTRIBUTE TO AIR POIJ.,tJ"TION 
SHOULD BE REVIEHED AM:> i·iHERE PCBSIBLE CHA!~GE.S SHOULD BE ~..ADE TO RED~E 1\HIS 
AIR POLLtrriON POTENTION. 
IT HAS BEEN ESTIMATED THAT THE A'/ERAGE COST OF AIR POLLUTION FOR A 
PERSON LIVING IN CANADA COUlD RISE TO .$115 PER YEAR BY 1980, OR A TOI'AL CCST 
OF APPROXIMA.TFl.Y 3 BILLION DOLLARS. 
AT THE PRESENT THrE SASKATCHE.vA."J HAS RELATIVELY F'Eit/ SERIOUS AIR 
POIJ.,l.JTION PROBLEM>. HOI EVER, THE NARNING SIGNS ARE THERE AND POOITIVE ACTION' 
MtST BE TAKEN NOW TO ELIMINATE A~Y IKCHEASE IN THE AIR POLLUTION PRCBLEM: --
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IN RECEt-.~1 YEARs, A NUH3rui OF DRAMATIC AIR POLLtrriON EPISODES, miD:ER 
VERY ADVERSE l~IETEOROtOGICAL CO!WIT!Or-s, HAVE MADE U3 INCREASINGLY AWARE CF 
THE POSSIBLE DANGERS OF AIR POLLtJTION. AS A: RESULT WE NOV REA:LIZE THAT IT 
IS f,IO LONGlill: POSSIBLE TO ASSill1E THE ATM:>SPHERE HAS AN Uid.IMITED CAPACITY TO 
HANDLE "AJIJ'D RENDER HARl·lLE3S DISCMRGES UNDER ALL CIRCtw.STANCES. · THESE INCIDENTS 
ALSO LED TO ADIJ!TIO!~L CONTROL LZGISLATION IN JI ..A.NY COUNI'RIES. THE SP:&;TRE OF 
THE PCSSIBlLITY OF. GLOBAL PoLLUTION EFFECTS HAS Nct,i ALSO i3EEN HlTRODtcED. 
IN D:&;EH3ER, 1930~ A 'I'HICK AND STA:GNA!n' FOO :eNVELOPED A HEAVY IN-
DUSTRIALIZW S:EX;TION OF THE NtBE VALLEI IWBEIGIUM. BY THE TH!RD DAY MANY 
PERSOKS DEVELOPBD THROAT 'IRRITATIOl'B, HOARsEl-lisS, COUGH AND BREATHLESSNESS. 
SOME -,.~'ERE NAUSEATED. SOJ~!E DIED~ THE Eil)ERLY AND 'IHOSE ALREADY ILL WITH 
RESPIRATOR! :;)!SEASE . OR HSART DISEAsE ·.mtE l'·S:>ST VUU.'ERABLE. 
IN OCT03ER, 1948, A SHULAR FOG BLAKKETED THE SMALL INDUSTRIAL. 
TO:Iffl OF DEkOP..A, PENNSYLVA1HA. BEFORE AN AF'I'ERN60N RAIN CLEA.RED THE FOG 
AvlAY FOUR DAYS LATER, 6,00o PmsoKs <F THE' TOWN'S 14·,ooo CAME oo.m i'IITH 
ONE OR l.ORE OF AN ASSORTME:r.fr OF !Lts' - COUGH, SOftE THROAT, CHE3T 'CONSTRICTION, 
HEADACHE, A BURNING SENSATION OF THE l!XES,. NASAL DISCHARGE AND VOM!TIN:'}. 
TN"ENTY PJmSO~"S DIED OURI~ A. PERIOD :OF THE YEAR ·wHEN DENORA tOUlD EXP:E.CT 
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ONLY TWO TO DIE. THOSE PRE3E?-<'T ftll1ARKED ONfrHE HEA VYNESS OF THE FOG, AND 
ON THE Il\TENSITY OF THE FAMILIAR ODOUR OF SULFUR DIOXIDE w"HOSE SOURCE WAS 
LARGELY IN THE Il-.'DlSTRIAL OPERATIONS OF WE Taw1'N. 
AT THE BEDINNING OF DEXEHBER, 1952, THE CITY CF LONDON ~"T 
THROUGH A FOUR DAY PERIOD OF STILL AIR DURING WHICH POLLl~ION ACCUMULATED 
IN A PEA .SOUP FOG. HOln'HS LATER A R...WIDI OF MORTALITY STATISTICS RE'TEA.LED 
THAT 4,000 EXCE3S DEATHS HAD OCCURRED IN THE CITY DUP.ING A SE"JEN DAY PERIOD 
THAT BEGAN '<liTH THE FIRST DAY OF THE FOG. THE ILLI\'ESS RATE DURit:G ,'lliE 
PERIOD, ESPECIALLY THE CAH.DIO-RESFIRATORY RATE, INCREASED TO !\'EARLY TWI.CE 
THE NORYJ..L RATE FOR THAT TIME OF YE.AR AND DID Nar RETURN TO NORHAI, 1 TILL 
TivO TO THREE 'dEEKS LATER. LONDON 'imtiT THROUGH A SD1IL'l.R EPISODE IN 1962, 
AND THE CITY OF m;.~ YOH.K iVEI\T THROUGE Mu:::H THE SANE KIND OF DISAST&~ IN 
1953 A}ID AGAIN IN 1962. 
THE.ll.E ARE or HER EPISaJB;S THAT HAVE BEE.t\1 RFJ;ORDED, A11l SO~~ N.O 
DOUBT, THAT ARE UNRECORDED. ALL THE .RB:ORDED EPISCDES HAVE IN COl-MON AN 
ABNORNAL ATMJSPHERIC COI'<'DITION, THE SO-CALLED TEMPERA'I'UR3 IN'l~ION DURING 
\'llUCH A BLANKET OF ilAID-1 AIR SEALS IN THE AIR SPACE UPON ivHICH A CONHUI'<'I'l'Y . 
LIVES, Arill ffiEVENTS DILuriON AND DISPERSAL OF. ITS POLLlJTAf.j'TS. TDlPERAT!JRE 
INVERSIONS Oo::;UR F~tmlTLY IN HA.t.'Y AREAS OF SASKATCHE'/AN BUT DUE TO THE 
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LO.'l CONCENrRATION OF INDUSTRY THE LEVEL OF POLLUTANT'S DOES NOT BUILD UP TO 
A DANGEROlli lEVEL. 
THE AIR POLLUTION DISASTERS MEt·:I'IONED PREVIOUSLY ARE Al..ARJ.!IN::z 
ENOt.GH, BUT OF EVEN GR_t..::ATER CONC~N TO THOSE WHO LIVE IN POLLUTED AIR, 
ARE THE LOKG TERM EFFECTS OF THE AIR POllUTION ON THE qENERAL HEALTH. 
RESEARCHERS HAVE LOKG EXPECTED THAT AIR POLLUTIOlJ IS THE CAUSE OF A lJLltGE 
NUMBSR OF DISEAS:&S. THESE IllS ABE ECSTLY DISEASES OF THE BROI\CHIAL TREE -
FROM THE COHHON COLD TO LUl\G CAl~ER. Bur AIR POLLUTION ALSO IRRITATES 
THE EYES, AND SO}JE POLLUTANTS IN THE AIR, LIKE LEAD, EAY BUIL!J UP IN THE 
BODY Ul\TIL THEY REACH HARY.FUL LEVElS. OI'HEP.S, LIKE CARBON l-101\0XIDE, ARE 
NOT ACCUMULATIVE IN THEIR EFF~TS, BUT IN HI:;H ENOUGH CONCENTRATIONS CAN 
CAUSE TEMP<RARY DISABILITY AND EVEN DEATH. 
EMPHYSEMA IS A PROGRESSIVE BREAKDO;lN OF AIR SACS IN THE LUNGS 
USUALLY BROlGHT ON BY CHRONIC I}I"F&;TION OR IRRITATION OF THE BRONCHIAL 
TUBES AND WHICH MAY PROORESSIVELY DIMTI;ISH THE ABILITY OF THE WNGS TO 
TRANSFER OXYGEN TO THE BLOOD STREAM AND TO TAKE CARBON DIOXIDE FRO:t-f IT. 
STUDIES HAVE DFJ.fONSTRATED THAT EMPHYSEl-fA PATIENTS IMPROVE w1IEN 
THEY ARE PR~TED FROM AIR POLLlJI'ION. IT HAS BEEN SHO.'IN IN THE UNITED STATES 
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THAT THE INCIDENCE OF EMPHYSEMA IS GREATER IN THE CITIES THAN IT IS IN THE 
RURAL AitEAS Al~ THIS POINTS TO AIR POWJTION AS A CO!-."TRIBUTING FACTOR. 
IN GHEAT BRITAIN M)RE ATTENI'ION HAS BEEN GIVEN TO THE PHOBLEMS OF 
CHHO:f\:IC BROKCHITIS AND RESEARCH HAS SHO'lN THAT CIGAREI'TE SMOKING AND AIR 
POLLUTION CAN BE GENERALLY ACCEPTEJ AS DISTINCT CAUSES OF CHRONIC BROt:CHITIS • 
. THE ?-DRTALITY RATE FROM THE DISEASE IN GREAT BRITAIN HAS BED\ FOU?w TO VARY 
DIRECTLY \'liTH SUCH AIR POllUTION NEASURES AS POPl.JLATION DE."i"SITY, THE AlDm\T 
OF FUEL BURI-i"ED, SULFUR DIOXIDE LEVELS, SETTlED AND AIR BORNE DUST, DB:R.E.;.SED 
VISIBILITY. KOO'dN SUFFERERS OF THE~ DISEASE WHO -~,"ERE SYSTF.JI.ATICALLY 03SERVED 
SHO~VEJ A 1>/0RSE!JING OF THEIR SYMPTON3 ON DAYS OF HIGHER AIH POLLUTION. 
BRONCHIAL ASTHMA IS A COl\DITION OFTE:t>: AGGRAVATJW BY AIR POLLUI'IOK. 
HOWEVER, SINCE THE LIST OF STIMULI CAPABLE OF TRIGGERING ASTHli.ATIC ATTACKS 
IS LONG IT IS DIFFICULT TO DEFDIE THE ROLE OF AIR POLLUTAt'I'S. SIMILARLY, IT 
MUST BE REALIZED THAT AIR POLLUTION IS NOT THE PRIMARY CAlliE OF DISEAS~ 
SUCH AS EMPHYSEHA OR CHRONIC BRONCHITIS BUT THAT IT CO~'TRIBUTES TO THE 
DEVELOPMENI' . OF THE DISEASE. 
DEATHS FROM LUNG CANCER HAVE BEEN INCREASING RAPIDU IN P~Eln' 
YEARS, AND ~iHILE l.W.'Y FACTORS ARE PROBABLY I~"VOLVk'....D, THE STRIKING DIFFEREN::E 
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BET,..,'EEN THE URBAN Al\'D RURAL MORTALITY RAT3 FOR LUNG CANCER POH."''S TO ONE OF 
THE CAUSES - AIR POLLUTION. THE RATE IN LARGE l@ROPOLITAN ARFAS IS T'of.ICE 
THE RURAL RATE, EVEN AFTER FULL ALLO.iANCE IS MADE FOR DIFFERENCES IN SMOKING 
HABITS. THE DEATH RATE FROM LUf\'G C . .UlGER IS APPA...ltEKTLY DI~TLY PROPORTIONAL 
TO CITY SIZE, AND THE Slu"£ CAN BE SAID, IN GENE.~L, FOR LEVELS OF AIR 
POLLUTION. IT WOULD BE VERY DJ? FICULT TO JEFINE THE EXACT LEVElS OF 
AIR POLLUTION THAT COULD CAUSE THES::<.; SORT OF DISEASES, Bur IT IS EXTRENELY 
DOUBTFUL IF T~E L3/ELS AF3 NO:l BEIN~ REACHW IN 3ASKATCHKiAN. 
AIR POLLt.rriON CONTROL LEGISLATION IN SASKATCHE:vAK -.-JAS FlliST CONSIDERED 
IN 1964. THE ACT :-/AS SUBSEQUE!\TLY PASSEJ lt' 1965 BUT PROCLAMATION "rlAS DELAYED 
UNTIL 1967 DUE TO UCK OF PERSONNEL. 
THE ACT PLACES RESPOl~SIBIUTY FOR. AIR POLLUTION CO.t.iTROL AND PR.!<.VID.'TION 
ON THE DEPA.RTHENT OF PUBUC HEALTH. THE ACT, AND SUBSE~UENT REGULATI0!-5, IS 
ADMINISTERED BY THE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH BP..A.NCH THROUGH ITS PROVIOCIAL OFFICERS. 
POLLUTION CONTROL AND Pfu..----vEt\'TION IS FACiliTATED IN THAT REDIONAL OR CITY HEDICAL 
HEALTH OFFICERS AND PUBLIC HEALTH IroPB:;TORS HAVE AUI'HORITY UNDER THE ACT TO 
ABATE AIR POLLtJI'ION ~lilSING OUT OF U~CI!\'ERATORS, FUEL-BURNIN'J EQUIPMENT AND 
OPEN FIRES. 
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OVERALL GUIDA~E IN AIR POLL11riON AND CO~"TROL IS PROVIDED BY THE 
AIR POLL11riON ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF IilliCH THE DIRECTOR OF T"rlE OCCUPATIONAL 
HEALTH BRAN::H IS CHAIRHAN. THE COMMITTEE IS AN EXPERT, RATHER THAN A REP-
RESENTATIVE COHMITTEE AND INCUDES R.EX;CG~'IZED AUTHORITIES IK AIR POLLUTION, 
MINING AND H.TDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, Il'<uUSTP..IAL J.-IANAGEHE~"T AND E:ONOMICS, 
METEOROLOJY, CROP SCIEKCE AND PUBLIC HEALTH. IT MAKES ITS REJ:::Q}~!E~'DATIONS 
T 0 THE l1INISTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH. 
THE COHMITTEE HAS APPROVED RffiULATIOl.;s UNDER THE ACT PffiTAIKD~G 
TO HDUSTRIAL AND COJ.-ffiUSTION SOUH.C.ES. THE RillULATIONS ARE BASED ON THE · 
VJ\.INTEKAl\CE OF A LEVEL OF QUALITY OF THE AMBIENT AIR RATHER THAI-; ON E!·~SSION 
ST&\"JARDS. 
THE PRCYfiKCE 1S DE!'ERMil'-:ATION TO ACT IN THE BATTLE AJAilST AIR 
POLLUTION IS SHOWN IN THIS ACT AND REGULATIONS. HOlEVER, PRIOR TO THIS, 
MANY l.fAJOR INDUSTRIES HAD ALREADY ANTICIPATED THE NEED AND DESIRE TO COI~'TROL 
AIR POLL11riON AND CONS~UENTLY HSTALLED AIR CLEANifl.lG D:E:JICES IN THEIR 
PLA!\'TS. THE POI' ASH INDUSTRY IS AN EXAMPLE AS IS THE PULP MILL AJ;D l-1Ah"Y 
OIL REFINERIES. 
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THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THE REGULATIONS IS TO DEFINE ACCEPTABLE 
LIMITS OF VARIOUS AIR CONTAMINANTS IN THE COl-1r-1U!\ITY ATM<SPHERE. WHEN THESE 
LIMITS ARE EXCM:EDED, THE OFFENDING PLANT OR PLANTS ARE IDEl\1'IFI ED AND ASKED 
TO ABATE THE POLLUTION. THERE ARE HANY PROS AND COtiS TO THIS APPRQ\CH 
BUI' IT IS BELI~vED TO BE A STEP IN THE RIGHI' DIFG:;TION. THE EJ.PHASIS IS 
ON A CO-OPERATIYE APPROACH. 
ANai'HER PROVISION 'r'iiTHIN 'l'HZ F..EGUUTIO!£ IS THAT ALL Par'E.l\TIAL AIR 
POLLUTION SOURCIS WHETHER THEY BE C013USTION SOURCES (II~CINERATORS CR PO','/ER 
STATIO!\S) OR INDUSTRIAL SOURC~, HUST SUBMIT PLANS PRIOR TO ca:STRt.CTION 
FOR RE'liEVl BI OUR AIR POU.lTI'ION ENGIKEERS. 
THE SIGNIFICANT A11) SOMETiltZS Dl."'VASTATING EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTAA'TS 
ON CROPS AND VEG::ITATION HAVE l.DNG BEEN A l1AJOR PROBLEH IN HANY PARTS OF THE 
i:lORI..D. WHILE CROP DAHAGE DUE TO AIR POLLUTION RARELY OCCt.r.,S IN SASKATCHZ'tlAN, 
I THi~K IT IS IMPORTAfii"T TO NOTE SOZ OF THE PROBIDB tlHICH CAN BE CAUSED. 
DAVu\GE TO CROPS AND VEGETATIOH BY SULFUR DIOXIDE HAS BEEN MCOJ.NIZill 
AND RECORDED FOR OVER 100 YEARS. BlJI' E"'/EN -'diTH THIS wEALTH OF EXPERIENCE TO 
LEAHN FROH, ¥.ANY AREAS ARE TODAY STILL PLA.GtJED i·HTH PRffiLEH3 CF SULFUR DIOXIDE 
POLLUTION. VE'J.ETATIOH IN 'YriE SUJBURY AREA IS STILL BEII\G D/J,'JAGZD BY SULFUR 
DIOXIDE EHISSIONS. ESTINATES OF LCS T R"i:.--vENUE DUE TO P.EJUCE:J FOREST YIELD . 
CAlBED BY SULFUR DIOXIDE R.AliGE AS HIGH AS 2 HILLION DOLLAJ\.3 OVER THE L.A.ST 
10 YEARS. ONE OF THE EATt.LIEST SULFUR DIOXIDE PROBLE1•S <XCURRED IN TRAIL, 
BfiiTISH COLUH3IA. TIE DANAGE CAUS:SO BY THE SMELTER EX:TZNJ:ill AS FAR AS, AND 
BEYOND, Tl-IE CA!·:AJA - U.S. BCRDER. 
SE"VER.AL YEARS AGO, POLLUTION PRCBLS.ES ASSOCIATED .,_.liTH THE DISCHARGE 
OF FLUORIDES FROH A FERTILIZER PLAN!' PROJUCII\G PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS 'tiAS 
EXPERIENCED IN SOUTH-:·IESTERN ONI'ARIO. INVESTIGATIONS REVEALED THAT CONSIDERABLE 
CROP DAMAGE 'rlAS CAUSZD AND THAT THE DE CHARGE OF FLUORIDES ONTO FORAGE AKD THE 
RESULTANT CO!\'SUHPTION RESULTED IN A NINOR PP..OBLEH OF FLUOROSIS IN SOl£ OF THE 
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LIVES'I\XK IN THE AREA. 
INJURY TO VEGETATION BY AIR FOLWTANI'S RESULTS Uar ONLY FROH Il\Dt.STRIAL 
SOURCES, Bur AL50 FRCH SOURCES ASSOCIATED \HTH THE COMPLEXITIES OF URBAN UVHV. 
THIS HAS BEEN "r'lELL IllUSTRATED DUP.ING K~ENT YEARS BY THE PHarOCHEl·aCAL S}!X1 
PROBLEH OF SOUI'HERN CALIFOR..\'IA. THERE ARE 1-fANY RURAL AREAS IN SOUI'HE?..N CALIFORI\'IA 
WHEI-1.:2: Sl<l'JSITrVE CROPS CAN KO LONGSR BE GRCWN, AS THE Slro PROBLEH CAUSED BY THE 
Ulli3AN AREAS EASILY D:20TROYS THE CROP. 
A PLANT IS A PROJU::T OF ITS EKVIROI~NE~"T, RE3PONDI?-.U IN ¥.ANY \lAYS TO 
THE STRESSES OF A!\1) THE SUPPORT OF THAT ENVIRO.Willii'T. AIR POLLUTiot; HU'3T BE 
CON3I.J3RED SilPLY ANOTHF....R V::t;TOR OF THE SN'VIOOI\HE1'T ALOl;G ';'fiTH CUl~TE, SOIL, 
HSECTS, DISEASES AlJ) 3:El-J'EI'IC HISTORY, AS WELL AS CA.HE OR ABUSE BY HAN. THE 
PATTERNS OF INJURY CP.2ATED BY AN AIR POLLUTA.l'n' 1-lAY NOT ONLY BE MJ;)IFIED OR 
OBSCURED BY OI'HER Ei';""fiRONl•E~'TAL FACTORS, BUT FROM Tlf!SE OTHER FACTORS THE PLANT 
li.AY DEV'l"J.OP PATTERNS OF INJURY ~OOCH AP3 DlFFICULT OR IMP03SIBLE TO DISTINGl.JISH 
FROM AIR POLLuriON EFFECTS. 
THE l'JODIFYIID &vFECT OF CUMATE, RA.INFAI.J.., TEl.WERATURE AND WIND, ARE 
OFTEN DIFFICULT TO A3SZSS. IN CROPS SUCH AS AIFAU'A, A /;ATER STRESS PHEl\OMENA 
PROJUCE3 THE DISSASE C1? OF WrliTE SPOT WHICH IS OFTEN DISTINGUISHABLE FROl-1 SULFUR 
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DIOXIDE DAMAGE ONLY ~ITTH VERY GREAT DIFFICULTY. IITGH TEMPERATlJB.ES CAN PRODUCE 
A SCORTCH ON 1-W;Y TREES WIITCH WILL APPEA.._q QUITE SIMILAR. TO SULFUR DIOXIDE 
INJURY. TDfPERATURE AID ~'liND, UNJER CERTAIN COt-'DITIONS OF SOIL MJISTURE, CAN 
CAUSE M~ ID8-E BURN Ol~ THE LEAVES OF 111\11 PLANTS WIITCH IS ~qy SHULAR TO FLUORIDE 
n:JURY. 
C:WSELY RELATEJ TO THE FACTORS OF CLU1ATE AR:S THE E1VIFO lJ·iEl~TAL FACTOC1S 
OF SOIL, NUTRITION AND ll.uU\AGEHEl\'T. ALL OF Ti-iE DAz-.7\GED PA TIERNS AND POOR GR<NITH 
EFF:EX:'IS OF AIR POLLUTION CAl: BE DUPIJC ATSD BY THE PIDPER CONBINATION OF POOR 
SOIL, NUTRITION, OR MAKAGE2-!.D.'T. IN ADDITION, THEP..E IS AN EXTP.E·:ELY URGE NUM3ER 
OF BACTERIA, FUNGI, VIRUSES, AND n~'SEX:TS, THAT CAN PRODUCE INJURY SYIPI'OM3 IN 
PLA.I,lTS .ii'HICH ARE VERY SD1IIAR TO THE SYNPTO!·t3 PRroUCED BY AIR POLLtr:-ANTS. 
TO PROPERLY DIAm~OSE AIR POLLLTION E?FECTS ON VID3TATION, THE PROBLEH 
MUST, THEREFORE, BE SEEN IN THE FIElD, Am SHOULD PREFZRABLY BE SUPPORTED BY 
1-lEASUP..El'.:El:I'S OF THE CONCENTF.ATION IN THE AM3IENT AIR OF THE SU3PEX:TED POLLUTA:t-'T; 
FURTHERMORE, THE OBSERVER MUST HAVE A THOROU}H KN<XILEuGZ OF LCCAL CULTURAL 
C0~1HTIONS. 
AS POI'ASH MINING IS ONE OF THE LARGEST nmtsTP..IES IN THE PROVINCE, ONE 
OF THE FIFST AIR POIJ..UTION HOI\TITORING FROJRAHS SEI' UP BY THE BRAN:: H ~'lAS A SERIES 
OF STATIONS AROUND THE ALLAN POI' ASH 1-!I!\E, TO }1EASURE PorASH FALLOUT. 'IHE 
PROGR/u\1 WAS SET UP IN 1968 AND ~'liTH THE EXCEPTION OF THE WINI'ER OF 1970-71, HAS 
BEE!\ IN OPERATION 1:JP TO THE PRESENT. A SI!1ILAR PROOP..AM HAS SET UP AROUND THE 
TdO I.M.C. HIKES AT ESTERHAZY IN LATE 1969 AKD CONI'INUED THROUGH TO AWUST 1970. 
THE FOIJ..O:li:r--'G SUDES SHOiv SOHE OF THE RESULTS AND ·,·frliLE I DO l\lffi' ii AliT TO GE1' 
I.NVOLVED IN THE DErAILS OF THE RESULTS, I viOUID LIKE TO GIVE YOU AN IKDICIATION 
~u..or.rr 
OF THE JileL:W.~ PATTERNS AROUND THE HINES. 
THE AIR M\NAGE1·1Eln' DIVISION HAS OlU.Y INVESTIGATED ONE EPISODE OF 
SUSP:&:TID VED:ETATION DA}fAGE, wHICH OCCURRED AROUND THE ADv"UBAL MTh"E DURB:G 
THE SUMHER OF 1970. 
OUR INITIAL HNE5TIGATION IKDICATED THE LIKELIHOOD THAT VEGETATION 
DAMAGE "~VAS OCCURPJNG. TO FURTHER DEFI~ THE P.OOBLEM, A COMPLETE SURVEY OF 
THE SUP.ROUNDDJG AREA '."/AS CAF..RIED OUT BY A lli:SEARCH OFFICER WITH OUR B?.All;H 
TO DEI'E..-qMINE THE EXTE:r--'T OF VEnETATION DA1-1AGE AND THE BRlillCH INITIATJID A SURVEY 
OF CORROSION EFF:&:TS AROUl'm THE l-1lNE SITE. 
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DAMAGE TO THE TRE~:S CONSISTED OF DEFOLIATION M-iD CLUMPIID OF LEAVES. 
THERE WAS NO INDICATION OF DAMAGE TO Al\lY CROPS IN THE AREA. 
THE VIDETATION SURVEY COX;GLUDED THAT IN SPITE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF 
HAVING NO Pfu..VIOUS KNO".vLEDGE OF THE CONDITION OF VEGETATION IN THE AREA AND 
CONDUCTn;G THE SURVEY LATE IN THE GRO.VING SEASON, A DEFH.'ITE EFFIDT CAN BE 
SEEN ON VIDETATION AROUND THE MINE. THE REPORT FURTHER STATED ttTHAT TH~ IS 
GOOD EVID1<.l~CE TO SUPPORT THE THEORY THAT POLLLTION OF SOME SORT FROH THE 
PLAl\T HAS HAD AN EFF:&:T ON SUP.ROUNDING VEGETATION. THE STRENGTH OF THE 
ARGUNE!\T LIES NCYr n; T"riE TYPE OF DM·rAGE ITSELF, AS 1-!l.CH AS THE SPACIAL 
RELATIONSHIP OF THE EVIDENJE. 11 THAT IS, THE CONCLUSION IS NCYr BASED SO 
HUCH ON A PCSITIVE IDEhTIFICATION OF THE DA}fAGE, BUT ON THE LOCATION OF 
THE DAVlAGID TREES IN RELATION TO THE KWE SITE. 
THE CO:a.R.OOION SURVEY STATED THAT ''GALVANIZED METAL STRUCTURES, PART-
!CULARU GUY ·vliRES AND CATTlE GUARDS ON POiER LINES WERE THE BEST INDICATORS 
OF THE CORROSIVENESS OF THE FALLOUT FROl.f THE MINES. THE PATTERN OF THE 
CORROSION ON THE CATTLE GUARDS WAS VERY DISTin::TIVE AND APPEARED TO BE CONFTh'ED 
TO POTASH 1-ITNE AREAS. NO DUPLICATION OF THIS PATTERN COULD BE FOUNO M'Th'HERE 
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IN THE PROVINCE." 
AT THE TIME THESE SURVEYS WERE C AFJtiED OUT, THE MINE HAD NOT OVERCOHE 
THE TECHNICAL PROBUKS OF THEIR CONI'ROL SYSTEM. HOhTEVER, A CO~"TROL SYSTEM WAS 
Ptrr INTO OPERATION Il\ THE FALL OF 1970 AND TEST RESULTS INDICATE THAT IT IS 
OPERATING SATISFACTORILY. FURTHER PROBLEM3 CF THIS NATURE n: THE AREA ARE 
!\VI' ANTICIPATED. 
AIR POU.lJriON EFFJXTS OF A DIFFERENI' NATth'-lE HAVE BEEN ENCOU!\TERF.D IN 
THE OIL AND GAS FIElDS IN SASKATCHE:lAN, PAR TIC ULARU IN THE ilEYBURN-EST:SVAN AND 
THE LLOYDHINSTER AREA. DISCHARGE OF THS HIGHLY ODOUROUS GAS, HYDROOEN SULFIDE, 
FROio! FIELD BATTERIES AND OIL 1,1iEU., SITES, HAS RESULTED IN NUMEROUS COMPLAiln'S 
RELATED TO TIE ODOUR PROBLDi. 
WHILE ONE IKCIDENT POSSIBLY IlNOLVES SOl·!E ORNAMENTAL TREE DANAGE, THE 
Y.oAJORITY OF COHPLAINTS INVOLVE PROBL:El-iS OF ODOUR AND PAINT DISCOLOURATION OF 
HOl-iES AND FARM BUILDIIDS. AUDST ALL OF THE COMPLUN'IS HAD COMB FROH FAP.MERS 
WHO ARE DIRECTLY EFFIDJTED BY THE ~E OF THESE GASES. SO WHILE NO CROP OR 
VEGETATION DAMAGE IS INVOLVED, POLLuriOK OF THIS TYPE HAS A DEFINITE EFF:ro'r 
ON AGRICULTURE BY AFFECTING THE FAF..MERS ENJOY'MENT OF LIFE AND BY CAl6IrG 
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PROPERTY DAMAGE. 
NlJMEROUS CONI'ROLS ARE AVAILABLE AEL> WE HAVE HAD VERY GOOO SUCCESS IN 
ELINIKATDJG THE SOURCE OF THE COlviPLA.Il\'T. 
WHENEVER NATURAL SOIL IS DISTURBED A lATENT DUST PROBLEH IS CR3ATED. 
THE PR03LEM BECOMES PARTICUlARLY BOTH.ERSOl-::S IN LO.l RAINFALL AREAS DURIID 
P:sRIODS OF HIGH :UNDS. EllEN IN AREAS OF LOdER 'JI~D SPEEDS, SOIL TILLING 01~ 
MARGINAL LAND RELEAS?.S GREAT QUAl\TITI:SS OF DUST DUP.ING SOIL PREPARATION Arm 
PLANTD;G. THE CON'!ZR.SION OF F~Al\GE LArD IlJ liEST~J~ KAKSAS A:t0 OKLAHOHA TO 
:-mEAT U.N0 IN THE 1920 13 LED TO THS DEVZSTATIJ.:G DU3T STOFJ.1S CF THE EAH.LY 
1930'S. THE Dt.BT 'dAS CA.'ffiiED BY THE ,JIJ.:J AS FAR A3 THE EASTR.iJ~ S~OARD 
OF THE U.r.1:TED STAT:C:S. DUST EAISED BY HI:}H ·,1INDS IN SOl-3 AG?..ICULTU!-:AL AP.EAS 
CAN- LEAVE A FIKE PO-lDER It-: THE AIR FC?. DAYS AFTER. li.JU,Y AEEAS Il\ THE U!,"ITZJ 
STATES HAVE PASSK) RWULATIONS RESTRICTH:G THE TIME 1'1!-IEI-: PLO.HK:} AJ:J CULT-
IVATION 1-:AY B~ DOKE, OR THE TYPE OF CULTIVATION ~UIPI£hT THAT V.AY BE tBED. 
THE PROBLEM OF DUST DUE TO AGRICULTtr.--..AL OPKi.ATIONS IN SASKATCH&r-/A!\ IS NO 
't'lAY NEAR AS SEVERE .AS II~ 1:.ANY AEEAS CF THE STATES, H();E'!ER, OUR DLST FALL 
~SUREMENTS IN TH3 CITIES HAS BZEN ABLE 'ID DErECT AN !!\CREASE IN DUST 
CONCE!,TRATION DtBIID THAT PERIOD OF THE YEAR ~1HEl~ SOIL FHEPAiiATION IS 
TAKI1D PLACE. 
AGRICULTURE HAS AL'-:UJ.S BEEN DEP~:DENI' TO A GOOD EXTENT or~ PEST 
CONI'ROL, AID THE PRESENT EXTID..'SIVE USE OF PESTICIDES FAR EX.CKSDS THE 
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La:3 ANGEUS IS NOT CAWED BY THE RELEASE OF CONTAMINANTS DIRECTLY INTO THE 
ATHOSPHE..'tE BUT IT IS CAWED BY THE SEJ:01'DARY REACTION PRillOCTS, THE PRCDOCTS 
THAT AP..E PRODUCED IN THE AIR UNDER THE ACTION OF SUNLIGHT AND HUMIDITY. 
THESE NEW CHEMICALS MAY ADVERSELY EFFECT HU:t>!AN, ANIMAL OR PLA.t.'T HEALTH TO 
A MUCH GREATER EXTE11T THAN THE INITIAL CONI'AMINA:t..TS. 
AIR POUUTION CONTROL IS THUS CONCERNED \'liTH LIMITING THE AY!OUNTS 
OF HAN-VADE COl~'TA:tvfiKANTS DISCP..ARGED Ih'TO 'IHE AIR SO THAT THE PIDPLE LIVING 
',flTHIN THE COl..fi.fUI\"'TY ARE Nar DEPRIVED OF ENJOYING THE A.t.~TI:ES OF LIFE 
OR HEALTH, THAT PLAI\"T M1J AND1AL LIFE IS 1-..'0T Il\JURE!) A.lliu THAT PROPERTY IS 
NOT ADVERSELY AFFECTED. 
NORMAlLY, THE ATMOSPHERE CAN ABSORB IJ.Al'.lY POLLUTAl\'TS. THEY ARE 
DILUTED IN THE AIR AND REHOVEJ AS PART OF THE NATURAL CLEANING PROCESS. 
IF THIS HAPPEI'B AS FAST AS POLLUTA.t-."TS AF:.E RELEASED, THEN THE CONSEQtri.NCES 
ARE NEGLIGIBLE. HC\1'E'TER, SOMETIHES UNUSUAL WEATHER COWITIONS INTERFERE 
WITH THE NOfu\fAL PROCESS AND A TEMPORARY POLLUTION PROBLEM ARISES DUE TO 
STAGNANT AIR OR LIMITED VENTilATION. 
WINI'ER MO.t.'THS, IN GENERAL, PRODUCE A GREAT NUMBER OF I.t-.VERSION 
LAYERS, PARTICULARLY OVER OUR MAJOR CITIES. UNDER THESE CONDITIONS 
J 
S!·!ALL:ER OKES REPRESE.1\T A TREHSKDOUS POTEh'TIAL FOR AIR POLLl'TION PR03L.::'""2·S DUE TC 
ODOUR. CONTROL OF THE ODOUR PROBLE!'f DZPEK)S PFUNAR.ILY ON SANITATIO!; AKD HOUSE-
• 
KEEPH;G. A I.A..qGE 1111JM3ZR OF COV.PLAINTS Art.E R.FX;EIVEJ -g;Jz.qy YEAR CONCER.\IN} FF:F.J 
LOTS THAT ARE IMPROPERLY HANAGED iliTH THE RSSULTAr;r ODOUR AND FLY Bf.EZUI!\G 
PROBLI<"MJ. 
Of\'E OF Tn£ H)S'T SI;;.NIFICANT CCNTHBUTICNS OF A.}RJCULTUF..E TO AIR 
POLLUTIO:~ P..F..Sl1LTS FROH THE PR.ACT:i:CE CF 3lfnJ.riKJ STlJBBLE FiiTIJS. I .- :'AS EXT?.El::ELY 
SURPRIZE9 ·:iHEN I STARTED TO CALCULATE FIGth'iliS FOR POLLUT .. UITS RELEASED i:3Y THE 
BURr·.'ING 0:.'-' ;:,'TUB3L}<~ AlO I REACr..EJ A FFHJR.S OF 600 KilliON POID\JS 0:7 CARBON 
goNOXID3 PROJU::ED vl?B..Y YEAR BY THE BtJJlli1J{G ·oF STU3BLE FIELDS IN SASKATCfiE,'.'A.N. 
THIS FIGl:ili IS ROUS.HLY EQUIVALE.t-!1' TO THE AHOU: T OF C.iili30N l·Di~OXIDE P:iOJUCED BY 
ALL THE AVTO!~OBILES IN THE PROVIl\CE FNZRY YEAR. A TOTAL FIGURE FOR ALL OF THE 
AIR POLLtJTAI;TS PROJUCED BY BUR1ITI\G STUBBLE EVERY YEAR 1!0P.K.ED our TO APPROXII·t;TELY 
1 BILLIOi~ POUl:DS P:ffi YEAR OF POLLUTA1'TS OR 500 THOUSAI\0 TONS. WHILE IT CAN BE 
ARGUED THAT THIS A~OUNT HAS LITTLE Ei"FECT BEX.:AU;>E IT IS SPREAD our OVER THE 
ENl'IRE PROVINCE, IT Mt.ET ALSO BE REALIZED THAT IDST OF THE STUBBI2 BURNING 
TAKES PLt..CE OVER A SHOOT PERIOD OF THE Y3AR. THE3E FIGURES REPRESEln' ABOUI' 
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DIZZINESS, HEADACHE, LASsiTUDE, AND O'!'HER SU1PTOM3 OF POISONING. FOR EXAMPLE, 
COM;ENTRATIONS OF MORE THAN 100 PARTS PER NILLION w'ERE FOUND OCCASIONALLY 
• DURIN} S:S/ERAL 1-DJITffi OF OBSERVATIONS IN HEAVY TRAFFIC IN DETROIT AND IN 
LONDON. RE::ENT MEA.SURENEJ\'TS F~UENI'LY EXCEEDED THIS FIGURE. TESTS HAVE 
SHOWN THAT CARBON HONOXIDE ¥AY PREVEKT US FROM P..ESPONDING PROPERIX IN A 
CQ1.1PLEX SITUATION, SOCH AS DRIVING IK TRAFFIC. THE EFFECTS MAY BE SINILAR 
TO THJ~ EFF:&;TS OF ALCOHOL OR FATIGUE. IN FACT, CAP30N MOKOXIDE MAY BE 
DOUBLY DANGEROts iv'HEN A DRIVER IS TIRED, HAS HAD AN AICOHOUC Bb"'VERAGE 
OR IS UKDER TREATI-lliNT \'liTH CERTAIN DRUGS SOCH AS TRAN~UILIZERS. 
THE COAL JUJ) OIL THAT ARE BURNED SO ABUNDANTLY ALL OVER THE ~iORLD 
TO HEAT BUILDIW...S AND TO GENERATE PmrER CO!'.TAIN ELE1·ZNTAL SULFUR AS AN 
IMPURITY. ;-mEN THE FUEL IS BUPNED THE SUlFUR BURl-S TOO, PRODt.Cil\G SULFUR 
DIOXIDE GAS A?J) TO 11UCH Sl'..ALLER EXTE~T, SULFUR TRIOXIDE, VVHICH IN THE 
ATMl3PHERE Il~WIATELY COJ\'VERTS TO SULFURIC ACID. SULFUR DIOXIDE GAS ALONE 
CAN IRRITATE THE UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT; ABSORBED IN PARTICULATE VATTER 
IT CAN BE CARRIED DEEP INTO THE WNG 'ilHERE IT CAN INJURE DEUCATE TISSUE •. 
SULFURIC ACID IN THE RIGHT PARTICULE SIZE CAN ALSO PENETRATE DEEP Th70 THE 
LUNG AKD DAHAGE TISSUE. 
